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performance and productivity tie into every area of our lives, such as our 
health, relationships, and emotional well- being.

Let us look at how these are different and yet still deeply intertwined with 
each other.

Productivity is often measured in terms  
of the rate of output per unit of input.3

In a hypothetical sales example, imagine that salesperson A works eight 
hours a day, makes 20 calls, and closes one deal per day. That is a close ratio of 
1:20. In this case, productivity is measured by the number of calls made—20 
calls per day. 

Performance is the ability to do  
something efficiently and effectively.4

Using the same sales analogy, imagine that salesperson B works the same 
number of hours, only makes 10 calls, and closes one deal per day. In this 
case, performance is measured by the close ratio—1:10 (reference Table 1).

Table 1. Current Sales Numbers

Salesperson A Salesperson B

Number of calls per day (productivity) 20 10

Close ratio (performance) 1:20 1:10

Total sales per day 1 1

Salesperson A is producing (number of calls) at a higher level than sales-
person B because she is making more calls per day. Salesperson B is perform-
ing (close ratio) at a higher level than salesperson A because he has a higher 
close ratio.

If you are the leader of both salesperson A and B, it might be tempting 
to look at the total sales per day and say they are producing the same . . . one 
sale per day. But that would be incorrect because the way they each get to one 
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sale is very different. As a leader, if you are tasked with increasing sales on 
your team, then you will want to see salesperson A increase her performance 
(improve the close ratio), and salesperson B increase his productivity (make 
more calls). Then you should start to see massive results with the focus on 
both performance and productivity. 

As the leader of these two salespeople, what is the impact if you can get 
salesperson A to increase her performance by improving her close ratio from 
1:20 to 1:10? In this example, her sales would increase by 100 percent. 

Salesperson B already has a close ratio of 1:10 while only making 10 calls 
per day. As his leader, let’s say you help him increase his productivity to 
20 calls a day. In this example, salesperson B would also see a 100 percent 
increase in sales assuming his performance stays the same (close ratio of 1:10). 
Reference Tables 2 and 3 for a before and after snapshot. 

Table 2. Before Sales Results
BEFORE

Salesperson A Salesperson B

Number of calls per day (productivity) 20 10

Close ratio (performance) 1:20 1:10

Total sales per day 1 1

Table 3. After Sales Results
AFTER

Salesperson A Salesperson B

Number of calls per day (productivity) 20 20

Close ratio (performance) 1:10 1:10

Total sales per day 2 2

Percentage increase in sales 100% 100%
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Figure 1. Productivity

Figure 2. Performance
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The ideal scenario is an archer who is both high-performing and produc-
tive—four arrows (or more) on the bullseye! (See Figure 3.)

Figure 3. Performance and productivity

In this case, the high- performing archer hits the bullseye (performance) 
and repeats it multiple times (productivity); both productivity and perfor-
mance are high. These types of results are what any organization or team 
should strive for, high- performance and productivity.

This focus on vision, goals, and pre- week planning is why doing what 
matters most matters! With a focus on the big three, both performance and 
productivity increase and results can skyrocket—just as they did for both the 
hypothetical archer and sales reps.

Before moving on, let’s use an example from outside the workplace to relay 
the same point. Imagine a person named Adam. Like many people, Adam’s 
been so busy with his career, family, and everything else that his focus on his 
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Figure 4. The Do What Matters Most matrix

Q1
DO IT!
High stress, high-priority

EXAMPLES
Crises, emergency meetings, client 
concerns, pressing problems, 
deadlines, fires, emergencies

Q3
MANAGE
Urgent, not important

EXAMPLES
Some email or mail, unnecessary 
meetings or reports, interruptions, 
unannounced calls or visits

Q2
FOCUS
Low stress, high-priority

EXAMPLES
Roles and goals, pre-week 
planning, weekly alignment 
meeting, relationship building, 
exercise, strategic planning, 
personal or team development

Q4
ELIMINATE
Not urgent, not important

EXAMPLES
Some TV, surfing the internet,
wasted time, mindless activities
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Below is a brief description of each quadrant:

Q1—DO IT! This is the high- stress, high- priority quadrant. These activ-
ities demand your time because they are generally urgent and important. 
This quadrant is reactive by nature and describes the person or team that 
is often putting out fires. We will all be in Q1 periodically, but it should be 
the exception rather than the norm. If a person or team lives in this quad-
rant, there will likely be higher turnover, stress, anger, and frustration. 
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the rim. With a smile on her face, the teacher again asks, “Is this aquarium 
full?” The students seem more confident now and yell, “Yes!” This time the 
students are correct—reference Figure 5.

Figure 5. The full aquarium

The teacher then moves over to the other aquarium and pulls out a large 
container of water. The teacher dumps the water into the aquarium and fills it 
right to the brim. The teacher then asks the students, “Is this aquarium full?” 
The perplexed students are not sure how to respond, and the teacher hears 
some saying “Yes” and others saying “No.”

The teacher then takes the same number of ping pong balls they initially 
put into the other aquarium and attempts to dump those into the aquarium 
full of water. As expected, the ping pong balls float and fall out of the aquar-
ium. Obviously, with the aquarium full of water, there is no room for the 
ping pong balls—reference Figure 6.
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Figure 6. The aquarium full of water

The point of the illustration is to demonstrate what happens in our lives 
if we let the small things crowd out the big things or, in other words, when 
we let the things that matter the least crowd out the things that matter most. 
When the ping pong balls were put in the aquarium first, there was still 
plenty of room for the small things (rocks, sand, and water). However, when 
the aquarium was filled with water first, there was no room for the ping pong 
balls. How many times do you see something similar in your life or the lives 
of your coworkers?

This analogy applies to both our personal and professional lives. It is why 
the big three are so important. They keep a person focused on what matters 
most (the ping pong balls) rather than on being crowded out by the things 
that matter least. These habits will move a person from any other quadrant 
and help them solidly stay in the high- performance and productivity area 
of Quadrant 2. Even when the random fire or urgent item comes up that 
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Figure 7. A diagram of the Wright Flyer

At Kill Devil Hills, on December 17, 1903, at 10:35 a.m., the Wright Flyer 
took off under its own power with Orville as the pilot (see Figure 8). It flew 
for 12 seconds and went about 100 feet. Orville and Wilbur took turns making 
three more flights that morning. Wilbur was at the controls for the fourth and 
longest flight, traveling about 800 feet in 59 seconds. The Wright 1903 Flyer 
became the first powered, heavier- than- air machine to achieve controlled, sus-
tained flight with a pilot aboard. Today, this amazing flying invention can be 
seen at the National Air and Space Museum in Washington, DC.

In subsequent years, the Wright brothers continued to make modi-
fications and improvements, until they got to the point where they could 
repeatedly bank, turn, circle, and do figure eights with their flyers. On two 
occasions, their flights exceeded half an hour. Wilbur and Orville Wright, 
brilliant self- trained engineers, had overcome complex technical problems 
that had barred the way to mechanical flight for centuries.15

Imagine the power of that single vision and the impact it had on the next 
century! 
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Figure 8. First flight16

Naysayers likely told the brothers that what they were doing could not 
be done. They had hundreds of setbacks, and like most innovators, they were 
likely tempted to quit at different points on their journey. But their vision 
was clear, and it provided them with a well of motivation and direction.

It was the combination of their mindset and skillset that helped them turn 
the impossible into the possible.  

Although we used the Wright brothers to illustrate the power of a vision, 
we will repeat this: your vision does not need to change the world, it just 
needs to change your world!

The Influence of a Personal Vision
Nearly everyone agrees that it is important to align a team and an organiza-
tion with a clear vision. Well, if it is critical for a team to be aligned with a 
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Many years later, both Rob and Steven became F-16 pilots in the United 
States Air Force. After years of preparation and hard work, they were much 
closer to making their vision from the Stadium of Fire a reality.

Fifteen years after sitting in the stadium as young teenagers, Rob and 
Steven applied to the Pentagon for approval to do the fly- by for the Stadium 
of Fire. Fortunately, the Pentagon approved their request. Although each of 
them had experienced some pretty amazing things during their fighter pilot 
careers, they knew this fly- by would be the proverbial icing on the cake.

On July 4, 2007, their vision became a reality. Rob and Steven, in a four- 
ship formation, opened the celebration and performed the fly- by for the Sta-
dium of Fire. In Figure 9, you can see a picture from Rob’s jet looking at 
Steven’s jet on the far side of the formation.

Figure 9. Flying in formation
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Figure 10. Dream home schematic
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Would you build your home without a blueprint or plan? Of course not! 
Without a solid plan, the home may not meet code, you may have costly 
overruns and miscommunicate with contractors, and undoubtedly, the home 
would turn out differently than you had envisioned. 

When you have a plan, you can see everything beforehand. You can see 
the result in your mind’s eye before the house is even built. You can go over 
the plans with your partner and family to be sure everyone agrees. And, once 
you begin construction, the plan serves as a communication tool to be sure 
everyone is aligned.

If you only had one shot at building your dream home, you would be 
meticulous about your plans. Likewise, we only get one shot at life, so how 
important is it to have a solid plan for it?
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Figure 12. Visions and goals in a different format

My Personal Vision and Goals
“You will either lead a life by design or live a life by default!”

Role: Personal (Physical, Mental, Emotional, Spiritual)

Vision:

Goal(s):
Physical:

Mental:

Emotional:

Spiritual:

Role:

Vision:

Goal(s):
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Figure 13. A page from Bella’s book
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Figure 14. Bella’s completed book

Since then, people from all over the world have read Bella’s book. She 
made enough money from its sales to pay for soccer and dance and to start 
saving for college. More importantly, parents have shared stories with Bella 
about some great conversations they have had with their children while read-
ing her book.  

The reason we share this is that it all started with the roles and goals 
process. Bella came up with the role of author and the accompanying goal to 
Write a children’s book by December 20th.

But what if she had not written that goal? A–Z: The Best in You and Me 
would not exist. Bella wouldn’t have met some of the people she has met, she 
wouldn’t have made that money, and she certainly would not have had some 
of the cool experiences she had along the journey.

The whole point is that if an 11-year- old can do it, anybody can do it!

Wrap Up
There is an old saying that goes, “Action without planning is wishful 
thinking.” 
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MANAGER

PARENT

SPOUSE OR PARTNER

I choose to live a balanced, healthy lifestyle and I am in great physical shape. I maintain a high level of spirituality 
and my relationship with God is of the utmost importance. I am financially free with no debt or financial obligations to 
anyone. I am disciplined, focused, and put in the effort to do what matters most!

I am a transformational leader who knows the stories of my team members. I invest in whatever resources I can to give 
my team the best training and help them reach their fullest potential. I'm the type of leader they would support and 
follow without the title!

I am an example in thought and deed of what a true gentleman looks like. I am the type of person I want my 
daughters to marry.  I am present with my children and we constantly develop great memories together. I help them see 
their potential and how they can make a difference in the world. I am vulnerable and I empathize with them.

I am a kind and caring husband who always helps Tonya feel like a 10. I am totally faithful in thought and action 
and I constantly strive to compliment her, serve her, and be the husband of her dreams!

Physical: Run a 10k by September 1st. Average 72 BPM by July 1st.

Finalize the strategic plan for our divison by February 1st.
Do a Continue—Start—Stop with all employees by April 1st.
Achieve $1.5M in sales by December 27th.
Acquire 15 new customer contracts by June 1st.

Average one family weekend trip within five hours of our home every other month.
Take each kid on at least one, one-on-one trip before Dec 30th. 
Help each child finish their Roles and Goals by January 10th.
Average one fun daddy/daughter (son) date night per month.

Read Start with the Vision together and go through the Six-Step Process for our relationship by July 1st.
At least two weekend getaway trips together before December 30th. 
Average two dates a month without the children.
Finalize a family vision by March 1st.

Mental: Read at least 12 improvement/motivation books before Dec 30th.
Emotional: Average two yoga sessions per week. 
Spiritual: Read the Old Testament before Dec 30th.
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pre- week planning was done in alignment with the vision and goals rather 
than as an isolated event. It is also important to note that most managers and 
executives who participated in this study had been doing some form of plan-
ning before doing pre- week planning. However, they did not feel like what 
they were doing was very effective—it usually included sticky notes, to- do 
lists, or other forms of Q1 reactive planning (and it usually only focused on 
their work schedule).

The vertical axis in Figure 16 tracks weekly goals or activities, and the 
horizontal axis references the number of weeks tracked. The rising line on 
the top represents weekly goals or activities scheduled as part of pre- week 
planning, and the rising line on the bottom represents the weekly goals or 
activities accomplished at the end of the week.

After you look at Figure 16, we will share some interesting findings that 
reveal what happens with the majority of people who start pre- week planning.

Figure 16. The results of pre- week planning for one month
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The next evening, Rob was getting on the plane to fly home. It was 
already late in the evening, and he would not get home until around mid-
night. Rob had just sat down in his seat when his phone buzzed, and he saw 
an incoming text from his wife. He pulled out his phone and read the text. “I 
know you’ll get home late, and the house will be dark, so I don’t want you to 
miss this special note from Lana. She snuck into our room and left it on our 
headboard.” (See Figure 17.)

Figure 17. Lana’s note

It was a special moment for Rob, and he felt a tear slide gently down his 
cheek. He thanked his wife for the text and put away his phone. No matter 
what great things had happened that day, none of them topped this note from 
his daughter. 

This back- and- forth note exchange continued for several weeks and became 
a fun game for them.

The reason we share this is that it took Rob less than one minute to write 
that note to Lana. It was the short, meaningful note exchange that created 
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Figure 18. Blank pre- w
eek planning tem

plate
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Finally, as part of Step 1, we recommend briefly reviewing your long- 
term calendar; doing so helps you stay in Q2. For example, it is usually better 
to book a flight well ahead of time so that you get the flight you want, at a 
better rate, and with the seat of your choice. The Q2 approach is much better 
than the alternative of waiting until the day before your trip (Q1), paying for 
a more expensive ticket, and having your seat options limited.

Step 2. Write Down Your Roles
Just as you did for your vision and goals, identify the five to seven roles that 
matter most to you. This approach helps you plan your week through the 
lens of what matters most in each role. Planning your week through the lens 
of roles is one of the primary differences between this planning process and 
every other planning process. 

Figure 20 shows some potential roles someone might have.

Figure 20. Write your roles 

Even if you are using an electronic calendar (Google, Outlook, etc.), it is 
critical that you do these next steps on a piece of paper. We have had conver-
sations with several leading neuroscientists in the world, and all agree that 
the act of writing unlocks a part of the brain that otherwise stays dormant—
when you type, you cannot access it.

If you are using our weekly planner, write your roles across the top in the 
gray row. You will notice that the personal role is prewritten for you—as we 
mentioned earlier, this is the most crucial role. In the personal role, you will 
think about yourself through the lens of what you can do this week to take 
care of yourself physically, mentally, emotionally, and spiritually. In other 
words, the personal role is all about you taking care of you this week.

In Greek, there are two terms used to think about time: Kairos and Chro-
nos. Kairos focuses on priorities (roles), and Chronos is all about time. Most 
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planners are focused only on time (Chronos). Pre- week planning brings 
Kairos and Chronos together so you focus on both your priorities and time. 
Pre- week planning—looking at your week through the lens of your different 
roles—is what allows you to lead a life by design, schedule your priorities, and 
do what matters most. For a lot of people, this approach of using roles is a big 
shift, because looking at more than just their professional role is new to them. 

Step 3. Set Action Items for Each Role
Whether you call them action items or weekly goals, the bottom line is that in 
order to come up with these, you have a personal brainstorm with yourself to 
determine what matters most this week in each role. Imagine how powerful 
it is to sit down each weekend for a few minutes and identify specific actions 
that are important in each role! Step 3 is the most critical step of pre- week 
planning and can enhance almost anything that you might already be doing 
when it comes to planning.

Figure 21 shows a sample template with weekly action items or weekly 
goals filled in for each role.

Figure 21. Set action items for each role

It is this step that moves the majority of your time and focus into Q2. To 
use the earlier example of ping pong balls, you determine what you should 
put in the aquarium first—what matters most to you in each role. From the 
earlier archer example, Step 3 is the equivalent of identifying your bullseye in 
each role for the week. (We have placed the visuals for these earlier examples 
here for your convenience; see Figures 22 and 23.)
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Figure 22. The ping pong ball example

Figure 23. The bullseye example
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Figure 24. Schedule a tim
e for each action item

.
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Figure 25. The Do What Matters Most matrix

Q1
DO IT!
High stress, high-priority

EXAMPLES
Crises, emergency meetings, client 
concerns, pressing problems, 
deadlines, fires, emergencies

Q3
MANAGE
Urgent, not important

EXAMPLES
Some email or mail, unnecessary 
meetings or reports, interruptions, 
unannounced calls or visits

Q2
FOCUS
Low stress, high-priority

EXAMPLES
Roles and goals, pre-week 
planning, weekly alignment 
meeting, relationship building, 
exercise, strategic planning, 
personal or team development

Q4
ELIMINATE
Not urgent, not important

EXAMPLES
Some TV, surfing the internet,
wasted time, mindless activities
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The point is that Q1 activities will always come up during the week. 
However, when you have developed the habit of pre- week planning, the dif-
ference is that you are able to be calm and focused during the storm. 

Pre- week planning is a powerful way to reduce stress and increase pro-
ductivity in each area of your life. It is what also prevents the things that 
matter most from slipping through the cracks. Of course, things will come 
up during the week that are urgent and important. No problem! When you 




